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Note
Mini-Bags for Tree Breeding
A serious problem faced by tree breeders is the limited
time available for making controlled pollinations. Efficient
use of this time by skilled personnel is generally more
important than the cost of materials or disfiguring of trees.
These factors as well as species and individual tree characteristias will influence the relative utility of "mini-bags"
as compared to other isolation bags made from papeq cloth.
sausage casings, or plastic tubing.
"Mini-bags" are made from 28 mm. dialysis tubing which
can be plurchased in rolls from scientifk supply houses. It
rnay be lspattered lightly with aluminum paint for shalding.
Difficulty in separating the two h y e r s of plastic rnay be
avoi'deld by using a blunt object or an airstream to keep the
tubing Open as it is cut into 10 Cm. lengths. One end is
folded over twice and stapled. Polyurethane foam test tube
closures, size C for 24-35 mm. openings, are cut in half
and slit radially, to be used for fastening the bags to twigs.
The cost for materials and manufacturing these two items
is less than five cents.
The bagging procedure is illustrated in Figure 1. Tube
closures are placeld just below the female flower buds. On
species such as Douglas fir where flowers are on the previous year's growt'h, portions of the twigs rnay neeld to be
cut off in some cases. On other species such as Scotch pine,
the bag is fastened to the end of the new growth, so that
it rides up dur ring elongation and does not cause any curling.
The maximum capacity in these species is three twigs per

Figure 1. - A "mini-bag" being fastened over a Douglas fir twig
with female flower bud. Tongs are used to compress the plastic
foam tube closure which holds the bag in place.

bag. Tongs 2 cm in width are used to compress the tube
closure, after which the bag is opened by blowing an3
slipped over the tongs using thumb and forefinger. The
fingers then are rotated to grasp the bag and tube closure
for withldrawal of the tongs. The pressure exerted by the
foam plaistic holds the bag firmly in place without any other
type of fastening.
Pollination does not require making holes and sealing thern
(see F i g u r e 2). The nozzle of a small plastic wash bottle, an
eyedropper, or the needle of a syringe rnay be inserted
readily between the bag and the tiibe closure, which is selfsealing upon withdrawal of the pollination device. For selfing we have inserted male strobili that were nearly ready
to shed pollen, with good results. Numerous unpollinated
controls produced no ~seeds.Color-coded plastic spiral leg
bands for poultry are useful for maintaining identities of
different pollens, and rnay be attached more quickly than
tags.
Several thousand "mini-bags" have been used during three
breeding seasons, and no damage has resulted from rain
storms or severe winds. After flowers no longer are receptive, the bags rnay be removed very rapidly by simply pulling them off. Alternatively, they rnay be left in place, i n
which case some bags eventually will split and fall away
while others will remain intact for at least one growing
season.
The chief advantages of the technique are that bag removal is unnecessary, curling of new growth is avoided,

Figure 2. - Pollination device is inserted between the "mini-bag"
and tube closure, which is self-sealing upon withdrawal.

